Dye coupling in developing vestibular nuclei.
The chick tangential nucleus is a major vestibular nucleus whose principal cells participate in the vestibular reflexes. During development, most mature vestibular nucleus neurons must acquire repetitive firing of action potentials on depolarization and spontaneous spike activity to process signals effectively. In the chicken, these properties emerge gradually in the embryo, starting the week before (E13, E16) and continuing through the first week after hatching (H7). Since gap junction-mediated cell coupling may influence the emergence of neuronal excitability, we investigated whether neuron-neuron and neuron-glia coupling are present in this morphologically distinctive vestibular nucleus during the period for establishing signal processing. In brain slices, principal cells were injected with biocytin in the whole-cell configuration and visualized via confocal imaging at E13, E16, and H7. The incidence of dye coupling between the injected principal cell and neurons was 42% at E13, 75% at E16, and 7% at H7, whereas the incidence of dye coupling with glia was 100% at both embryonic ages but decreased to 27% by H7. For each injected principal cell at E13, one coupled neuron and 35 coupled glia were detected, whereas three coupled neurons and 12 coupled glia were observed at E16, and few if any coupled neurons and glia were detected at H7. These results suggest that neuron-neuron and neuron-glia coupling are developmentally regulated and present before, but not after, the onset of mature signal processing by these neurons. Thus, transient neuron-neuron and neuron-glia coupling may both play roles in establishing excitability in vestibular nucleus neurons during development.